
Leverage Smart Contract Developers For These Real
World Use Cases

What are Smart Contract Developers?

Smart Contract Developers are essentially programs that are stored and run on
blockchain networks like Ethereum, BNB Smart Chain (BSC), Polygon, and
Solana. These programs autonomously execute whenever predetermined terms
are met, making them ideal for automating the execution of agreements between
two or more participants where everyone involved can be sure of the outcome.
Moreover, since code handles these agreements, there’s no need for any
middlemen or intermediary involvement.

Most Smart Contract Developers generally consist of two central parts: a
collection of code and data. The code comprises the functions of the smart
contracts; meanwhile, the data is its state. Furthermore, each contract’s code and
data reside on a particular address on a blockchain network.

An alternative way to look at Smart Contract in simpler terms is to use a
metaphor and view them as digital vending machines. This is quite an accurate
analogy, and it aptly captures the essence of smart contracts. These programs
always deliver a specific output upon completing a predetermined input process –
much like inputting money, selecting a product, and receiving the chosen item in
the case of conventional vending machines.

https://www.nadcab.com/smart-contract-developers


What are the Benefits of Smart Contract Developers?

There are many benefits to using Smart Contract Developers, and in this section, we’ll
explore four prominent examples:

Autonomy: Smart contracts remove the need for trusted intermediaries,

enabling a higher degree of autonomy when it comes to transactions and other

processes.

Trust & Transparency: Since there’s no third-party involvement and because

transaction records are shared across the blockchain network, there’s no need to

question whether the information has been altered for personal gain.

Efficiency: As soon as a condition is met, the contract wastes no time and

executes immediately. Moreover, since smart contracts are digital and automated,

they minimize the potential for human error.

Savings: With smart contracts, intermediaries don’t need to handle transactions,

which removes associated time delays and unnecessary fees.

7 Smart Contract Developers Use Cases and Examples

There are countless ideas and examples of how to use Smart Contract
Developers, and we won’t be able to cover them all in this article. As such, we
have narrowed it down to seven prominent examples:

1. Finance: Optimize Efficiency and Reduce Costs

2. Real Estate: Track Property Details and Renting

3. Healthcare: Protect Sensitive Medical Records

4. Logistics: Improve Supply Chain Management and Shipping

5. Insurance: Optimize Insurance Claims

6. Music: Improve Copyright Management and Ticket Systems

7. Gaming: Automate Transactions and Add New Features



Tools to Realize Smart Contract Developers

With the growing demand for Smart Contract Developers, we have seen the
rise of many prominent tools you can use to effortlessly realize your ideas.
Moreover, there are different types of smart contract tools, and in this section,
we’ll introduce you to five examples:

● Web3 Wallets:Web3 wallets are digital platforms that allow you to

seamlessly store and manage all your cryptocurrencies, including testnet

tokens you need when developing smart contracts. Two prominent

examples of Web3 wallets include MetaMask and Gnosis Safe.

● Programming Languages: There are multiple programming languages

specially designed to make smart contract development more seamless.

The most popular example is Solidity, which is used to write

EVM-compatible contracts. Moreover, there are many Solidity tools you

can use to make your development endeavors easier.

● Libraries and Frameworks: Libraries help you to effortlessly integrate

the functionality you need to build smart contracts. A prominent example is

OpenZeppelin, a standard Solidity library that, among other things,

provides NFT smart contract templates.

● Crypto Faucets: Even when developing smart contracts on a testnet,

you must still pay transaction fees. However, with crypto faucets, you can

seamlessly load up your Web3 wallet with testnet tokens for free. You can

find a bunch of faucets for multiple networks on Moralis’ crypto faucets

page.

● Block Explorers: Blockchain explorers allow you to search for real-time

and historical information about a blockchain. This will enable you to, for

instance, validate your transactions when building smart contracts. Some

examples include Etherescan and PolygonScan.



Areas of Use of Smart Contract Developers

Smart Contract Developers are spreading rapidly worldwide and gaining

momentum every day. To a large extent, this is due to the many advantages that

smart digital contracts offer. They allow for optimization, speed up many routine

processes, and reduce (or completely eliminate) an intermediary party’s

involvement, significantly reducing the associated costs. Also, implementing

smart contracts technology eliminates possible errors due to human error.

Therefore, in recent years, digital contracts have begun to be used in various

spheres of activity in addition to cryptocurrency. Here are some smart contract

usage examples.

Future Outlook of Smart Contract Developers

Smart Contract Developers are complex process logic, and their potential goes

beyond the simple transfer of assets. They can perform transactions in various

areas, from legal processes to insurance premiums, crowdfunding agreements,

and financial derivatives. Smart contracts could eliminate mediation in the legal

and financial fields by simplifying and automating the routine and repetitive

processes for which people currently pay banks and lawyers significant sums.

The role of lawyers may change in the future as Smart Contract Developers

gain capabilities such as the adjudication of traditional legal contracts and

customizable smart contract templates. In addition, the ability of smart contracts

to not only automate processes but also monitor their flow, then their potential for

real-time auditing and risk assessment can be helpful in regulatory compliance.



Conclusion

Today, the global Smart Contract Development market is developing with great

speed, which contributes to smart contract applications covering more and more

areas of life. Developing smart contracts makes it possible to see the great

progress underlying the symbiosis of blockchain and financial system

technologies, reflected in smart contract platforms’ market growth and the

flourishing market of related crypto-technological solutions.
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